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Abstract: The introduction of data mining methods in the banking area due to the nature and sensitivity of bank
data can already be considered of great assistance to banks as to prediction, forecasting and decision support.
Concerning decision making, it is very important a bank to have the knowledge of (a) customer profitability
and customers’ grouping according to this parameter and (b) association rules between products and services it
offers in order to more sufficiently support its decisions. Object of this paper is to demonstrate that keeping
track of customer groups according to their profitability and discovery of association rules between products
and services is of major importance as to its decision support.
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1 Introduction
RFM analysis [5] is a three-dimensional way of
classifying, or ranking, customers to determine the
top 20%, or best, customers. It is based on the
80/20 principle that 20% of customers bring in 80%
of revenue.
In order to group customers and perform
analysis, a customer segmentation model known as
the pyramid model [4] is used. The pyramid model
groups customers by the revenue they generate,
into the categories shown in Figure 1. These
categories or value segments are then used in a
variety of analytics. The advantage of this approach
is that it focuses the analytics on categories and
terminology that are immediately meaningful to the
business.
The pyramid model has been proven extremely
useful to companies, financial organisations and
banks. Indicatively some issues that can be
improved by the use of the model follow:
 Decision making.
 Future revenue forecast.
 Customer profitability.
 Predictions concerning the alteration of
customers’ position in the pyramid.
 Understanding the reasons of these
alterations.
 Conservation of the most important
customers.



Stimulation of inactive customers.

Fig. 1 – Pyramid model
Essentially RFM analysis suggests that the
customer exhibiting high RFM score should
normally conduct more transactions and result in
higher profit for the bank.
RFM analysis [3, 7, 8, 9] nowadays can be
conducted by the use of Data Mining methods like
clustering. These methods contribute to the more
efficient determination and exploitation of RFM
analysis results.
Determination of association rules concerning
bank data is a challenging though demanding task
since:



The volume of bank data is enormous.
Therefore the data should be adequately
prepared by the data miner before the final
step of the application of the method.
 The objective must be clearly set from the
beginning. In many cases not having a
clear aim results in erroneous or no results
at all.
 Good knowledge of the data is a
prerequisite not only for the data miner but
also for the final analyst (manager).
Otherwise wrong results will be produced
by the data miner and unreliable
conclusions will be drawn by the manager.
 Not all rules are of interest. The analyst
should recognize powerful rules as to
decision making.
The challenge of the whole process rises from the
fact that the relations established are not easily
observed without use of data mining methods.
The increase of electronic transactions during the
last years is quite rapid. E-banking nowadays offers
a complete sum of products and services facilitating
not only the individual customers but also corporate
customers to conduct their transactions easily and
securely. The ability to discover rules between
different electronic services is therefore of great
significance to a bank.
Identification of such rules offers advantages as
the following:
 Description and establishment of the
relationships between different types of
electronic transactions.
 The electronic services become more easily
familiar to the public since specific groups
of customers are approached, that use
specific payment manners.
 Customer approach is well designed with
higher
possibility
of
successful
engagement.
 The improvement of already offered bank
services is classified as to those used more
frequently.
 Reconsidering of the usefulness of products
exhibiting little or no contribution to the
rules.
Of certain interest is the certification of the
obtained rules using other methods of data mining
to assure their accuracy.
In the present paper, the RFM scoring of active
e-banking users is studied along with the ranking of
these users according to the pyramid model. This
study is also concerned with the identification of
rules between several different ways of payment in
each customer group. Τhe software used is SPSS

Clementine 7.0. Description of various clustering
techniques and algorithms as well as association
rules’ basic features follow in section 2 while in
section 3 the calculation of the RFM scoring of
active e-banking users is and the process of
investigation for association rules is described.
Section 4 contains experimental results derived
from the data set of section 3 and section 5 contains
the main conclusions of this work accompanied
with the impact of our model and includes future
work suggestions in this area.

2 Clustering and Association Rules
Basics
2.1 Clustering techniques
Clustering techniques [2, 6] fall into a group of
undirected data mining tools. The goal of
undirected data mining is to discover structure in
the data as a whole. There is no target variable to
be predicted, thus no distinction is being made
between independent and dependent variables.
Clustering techniques are used for combining
observed examples into clusters (groups) that
satisfy two main criteria:
 each group or cluster is homogeneous;
examples that belong to the same group are
similar to each other.
 each group or cluster should be different
from other clusters, that is, examples that
belong to one cluster should be different
from the examples of other clusters.
Depending on the clustering technique, clusters can
be expressed in different ways:
 identified clusters may be exclusive, so that
any example belongs to only one cluster.
 they may be overlapping; an example may
belong to several clusters.
 they may be probabilistic, whereby an
example belongs to each cluster with a
certain probability.
 clusters might have hierarchical structure,
having crude division of examples at
highest level of hierarchy, which is then
refined to sub-clusters at lower levels.

2.2 K-means Algorithm
K-means [1, 2, 6, 11] is the simplest clustering
algorithm. This algorithm uses as input a
predefined number of clusters that is the k from its
name. Mean stands for an average, an average
location of all the members of a particular cluster.

When dealing with clustering techniques, a notion
of a high dimensional space must be adopted, or
space in which orthogonal dimensions are all
attributes from the table of analysed data. The value
of each attribute of an example represents a
distance of the example from the origin along the
attribute axes. Of course, in order to use this
geometry efficiently, the values in the data set must
all be numeric and should be normalized in order to
allow fair computation of the overall distances in a
multi-attribute space.
K-means algorithm is a simple, iterative
procedure, in which a crucial concept is the one of
centroid. Centroid is an artificial point in the space
of records that represents an average location of the
particular cluster. The coordinates of this point are
averages of attribute values of all examples that
belong to the cluster. The steps of the K-means
algorithm are given in Figure 2.
1. Select randomly k points (it can be also
examples) to be the
seeds for the centroids of k clusters.
2. Assign each example to the centroid
closest to the example,
forming in this way k exclusive clusters of
examples.
3. Calculate new centroids of the clusters. For
that purpose average
all attribute values of the examples
belonging to the same cluster (centroid).
4. Check if the cluster centroids have changed
their "coordinates".
If yes, start again form the step 2). If not,
cluster detection is
finished and all examples have their cluster
memberships defined.
Fig.2 – K- means algorithm
Usually this iterative procedure of redefining
centroids and reassigning the examples to clusters
needs only a few iterations to converge.

2.3 Two Step Cluster
The Two Step cluster analysis [10] can be used to
cluster the data set into distinct groups in case these
groups are initially unknown. Similar to K-Means
algorithm, Two Step Cluster models do not use a
target field. Instead of trying to predict an outcome,
Two Step Cluster tries to uncover patterns in the set
of input fields. Records are grouped so that records
within a group or cluster tend to be similar to each
other, being dissimilar to records in other groups.

Two Step Cluster is a two-step clustering
method. The first step makes a single pass through
the data, during which it compresses the raw input
data into a manageable set of subclusters. The
second step uses a hierarchical clustering method to
progressively merge the subclusters into larger and
larger clusters, without requiring another pass
through the data. Hierarchical clustering has the
advantage of not requiring the number of clusters to
be selected ahead of time. Many hierarchical
clustering methods start with individual records as
starting clusters, and merge them recursively to
produce ever larger clusters. Though such
approaches often break down with large amounts of
data, Two Step’s initial pre-clustering makes
hierarchical clustering fast even for large data sets.

2.4 Association Rules
A rule consists of a left-hand side proposition
(antecedent) and a right-hand side (consequent) [2].
Both sides consist of Boolean statements. The rule
states that if the left-hand side is true, then the
right-hand is also true. A probabilistic rule modifies
this definition so that the right-hand side is true
with probability p, given that the left-hand side is
true.
A formal definition of association rule [6, 13] is
given below.
Definition. An association rule is a rule in the
form of
XY
Where X and Y are predicates or set of items.
As the number of produced associations might
be huge, and not all the discovered associations are
meaningful, two probability measures, called
support and confidence, are introduced to discard
the less frequent associations in the database. The
support is the joint probability to find X and Y in
the same group; the confidence is the conditional
probability to find in a group Y having found X.
Formal definitions of support and confidence [6]
are given below.
Definition Given an itemset pattern X, its
frequency fr(X) is the number of cases in the data
that satisfy X. Support is the frequency fr(X ∧ Y).
Confidence is the fraction of rows that satisfy Y
among those rows that satisfy X,
c(XY)=

fr ( X ∧ Y )
fr ( X )

In terms of conditional probability notation, the
empirical accuracy of an association rule can be
viewed as a maximum likelihood (frequency-based)

estimate of the conditional probability that Y is
true, given that X is true.

2.5 Apriori Algorithm
Association rules are among the most popular
representations for local patterns in data mining.
Apriori algorithm [6] is one of the earliest for
finding association rules. This algorithm is an
influential algorithm for mining frequent itemsets
for Boolean association rules. This algorithm
contains a number of passes over the database.
During pass k, the algorithm finds the set of
frequent itemsets Lk of length k that satisfy the
minimum support requirement. The algorithm
terminates when Lk is empty. A pruning step
eliminates any candidate, which has a smaller
subset. The pseudo code for Apriori Algorithm is
following:
Ck: candidate itemset of size k
Lk: frequent itemset of size k
L1 = {frequent items};
For (k=1; Lk != null; k++) do begin
Ck+1 = candidates generated from Lk;
For each transaction t in database do
Increment the count of all candidates in
Ck+1 that are contained in t
Lk+1 = candidates in Ck+1with min_support
End
Return Lk;

3 RFM scoring of active e-banking
users
The data sample used concern the period between
January 1st and December 12th of the year 2002.
The term «active e-banking user» describes the
user who has conducted at least one financial
transaction during this period. In order RFM
scoring to express customer profitability, all values
concerning financial transactions are taken into
consideration [12].
The following variables are calculated for this
specific time period.
Recency (R)
R is the date of the user’s last transaction. Since
the R value contributes to the RFM scoring
determination, a numeric value is necessary.
Therefore, a new variable, Rnew is defined as the
number of days between the first date concerned
(1/1/2002) and the date of the last active user’s
transaction. For example a user who has conducted
his last transaction on 29/11/2002 is characterized

by Rnew=332, while one who has conducted his last
transaction on 4/4/2002 will have Rnew=93.
Frequency (F)
R is defined as the count of financial transactions
the user conducted within the period of interest
(1/1/2002 to 12/12/2002).
Monetary (M)
M is the total value of financial transactions the
user made within the above stated period.
RFM Score (RFM Factor) is calculated using
the formula:
RFM_Factor = Rnew+F+M.
A sample of the data set on which data mining
methods are applied lies in Table 1.
User

Rnew

F

M

RFM_
Factor

...
User522

...
330

...
20

User523

216

6

User524

304

8

User525

92

1

...

...

...

...
€20.8
56,39
€16.9
32,15
€12.8
66,25
€27.2
45,42
...

...
21.206,3
9
17.154,1
5
13.178,2
5
27.338,4
2
...

Table 1 – Sample Data
The sample includes 1904 active users in total.
Customer classification is performed using the
K-means and Two Step Clustering methods.
In order to search for relations between different
payment types of the customers of each group, in
this study the following payment types were used.
1. SWIFT Payment Orders – Funds Transfers
among national and foreign banks.
2. Funds Transfers – Funds Transfers inside the
bank.
3. Forward Funds Transfers – Funds Transfers
inside the bank with forward value date.
4. Greek
Telecommunications
Organization
(GTO) and Public Power Corporation (PPC)
Standing Orders – Standing Orders for paying
GTO and PPC bills.
5. Social Insurance Institute (SII) Payment
Orders – Payment Orders for paying
employers’ contributions.
6. VAT Payment Orders.
7. Credit Card Payment Orders.
For the specific case of this study the medium ebanking customers, both individuals and
companies, were used. A Boolean value is assigned
to each different payment type depending on
whether the payment has been conducted by the
users or not.
A sample of the above data is shown in Table 2.

User

1

…
User3
User4
User5
User6
…

…
F
T
F
F
…

2
…
T
T
T
T
…

3

4

5

6

7

…
T
T
T
F
…

…
F
F
T
T
…

…
F
T
T
F
…

…
F
T
T
F
…

…
T
F
T
T
…

Table 2 – Sample Data
In total the sample contains 298 medium ebanking customers.
In order to discover association rules the
Apriori[25] method was used These rules are
statements in the form if antecedent then
consequent.

4 Experimental Results
As seen in the histogram of Figure 3, RFM
distribution is high over values less than
1.000.000.This is a natural trend since, as
concluded in paragraph 1, 80% of the customer
exhibits low RFM Factor.

Fig. 3 - Histogram
Application of the K-means algorithm results in
the 4 clusters of Figure 4. Next to each cluster one
can see the number of appearances as well as the
average value of each variable.

Fig. 4 – K-means results
The above clustering results in the distribution of
Figure 5. The similarity of this distribution to the
pyramid model is apparent:
Cluster 1 (81,93%)  Small
80%
Cluster 3 (15,65%)  Medium 15%
 Big
Cluster 4 (2,26%)
4%
 Top
Cluster 2 (0,16%)
1%

Fig.5 – K-Means distribution
Additionally as another way of certifying the
existence of different customer clusters, the Two
Step Cluster method was used. This method yielded
the four clusters of Figure 6. The number of
appearances is also supplied in this case
accompanied with the average value and standard
deviation of the variables of each class.

The lines are interpreted like this:
From the total of 1560 records of Cluster 1 as
derived from the K-means algorithm 1260
(80.76%) are included in Cluster 1, 243 (15,57%)
records in Cluster 2, 48 (3.07%) in Cluster 3 and 9
(0.6%) in Cluster 4 derived from the Two Step
method. Next lines are interpreted the same way.

Fig. 6 – Two Step Results
The distribution derived from the above
clustering procedure is seen in Figure 7. The
similarity to the pyramid model is even greater.
Specifically:
 Small
Cluster 1 (81,3%)
80%
Cluster 2 (14,55%)  Medium 15%
 Big
Cluster 3 (3,52%)
4%
Cluster 4 (0,63%)
 Top
1%

The most important observations concerning the
matrix are the following:
 1260 users belong to the category of
«small» customers, 13 in the «medium»
category, 17 in the «big» and 3 in the top
category as a result of the application of the
two models combined.
 9 users of the «top» class as derived from
the Two Step method belong to the «small»
category of K-means method.
 5 users that belong to the «small» class
according to the Two Step method belong
to the «big» category according to the Kmeans.
 Despite some differences in the
classification of customers in the various
categories of the pyramid, the two models
are certified from the majority of the
records.
Concerning the 298 customers, characterized as
“medium” by the K-Means Algorith, relations
between the payments they conduct through ebanking are sought. By the use of Apriori method
and setting Minimum Rule Support = 10 and
Minimum Rule Confidence = 20 eleven rules were
determined and shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 7 – Two Step Distribution
Finally, cross-tabulation of the fields of the two
different clustering procedure results in the Matrix
of Figure 8.

Fig. 8 – Cross Tabulation

Fig. 9 – Rules
After comparison between the rules obtained
by the two methods it can be concluded that the
most powerful is:
• If SII payment order then VAT payment order
(confidence=50). (Rule 1)
Two other rules obtained exhibiting confidence
>20 are the following:
• If forward funds transfers then credit card
payment order (confidence=27,1), (Rule 2)

If forward funds transfers then swift payment
order (confidence=20,8), (Rule 3)
As seen, there exists strong relationship
between VAT payment order and SII payment
order.
•

Payment Type
VAT Payment (Num. of)
VAT Payment (Amount)
SII Payment (Num. Of)
SII Payment (Amount)

+/- (2003 vs
2002)
19.00%
19.00%
75.00%
89.50%

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Table 3 – Increasing sizes

In the present paper it is shown that the knowledge
of RFM scoring of active e-banking users can rank
them according to the pyramid model. This result
was highlighted by the use of 2 clustering methods.
Therefore, the e-banking unit of a bank may easily
identify the most important users-customers. The
model continuously trained reveals also the way
customers are transposed between different
pyramid levels so that the bank administration has
the opportunity to diminish customer leakage.
At the same time customer approach and new
services and products promotion is improved since
it is the bank’s knowledge that it is more likely a
customer to respond to a promotion campaign if
this customer belongs to the 20% of more
beneficial ones.
Correct recognition and analysis of the clustering
results offers an advantage to the e-banking unit of
a bank over the competition. Users-customers
clustering could be subjected to further exploitation
and research.
The basic outcome is that VAT payment orders
and SII payment orders are the most popular and
interconnected strongly. The detection of such
relationships offers a bank a detailed analysis that
can be used as a reference point for the
conservation of the customer volume initially but
also for approaching new customer groups
(companies, freelancers) who conduct these
payments in order to increase its customer number
and profit.
Our work was adopted by a Greek bank, which
has extended the customer base in groups related to
VAT and SII transactions, as companies,
freelancers and accountants, resulting in the sizes
increase that it is presented in table 3.
These modifications improved bank function in
two ways:
Firstly,
profit
increases
through
the
commissions from organizations and manipulation
of the capitals for a short period of time (valeur
days), and secondly functional cost reduces, since
internet transactions cost is the lowest one.
Our models gradually become part of the bank
function, while they can be adopted by other banks
and organisations in Greece and abroad.

The use of other clustering algorithms as well as
other data mining methods is a promising and
challenging issue for future work. The application
of RFM analysis can also be used in larger data
sets, in order to produce completed results that will
be updated continuously by training of the models.
Similar patterns can be derived after analysis of
payment types of specific customer groups
resulting from various criteria either gender,
residence area, age, profession or any other criteria
the bank assumes significant. The rules to be
discovered show clearly the tendencies created in
the various customer groups helping the bank to
approach these groups as well as re-design the
offered electronic services in order to become more
competitive.
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